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Two DIII-D discharges are used 

•  Profiles at the end of an ELM cycle. 
•  132016: kinetic EFIT. 
•  136051: previously reported to show 

characteristics of KBM: Yan et al., 
PoP 18, 056117 (2011) . 

•  The experimental g-file is read-in by 
the code Fluxgrid and Miller Eq 
parameters are generated and then 
used by GEM. 

Flatten the magnetic shear 
at the steep gradient region 
to see KBM 
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Global GEM simulations of DIII-D: Kinetic PBM and KBM 

n=10 n=63 

Wan, et al. Submitted to PRL, 2012, Wan et al. (2012) arXiv.org 



Effects'of'the'flaLened'qMprofiles'
Original(q"

•  KPBM'significantly'stabilized.'
•  KBM'becomes'dominant'instability.'
•  Collisions'increase'KBM’s'growth'rate.'

Fla*ened(q"



It'is'a'KBM'indeed!'
•  Sudden'jump'of'real'

frequency'at'cri%cal'β'
'
•  The'growth'rate'jumps'up'

near'experimental'β'
'
•  Collisions'are'destabilizing'

• Consistent'with'
KBM'
• Inconsistent'with'
TEM'

β/βexp' β/βexp'



GK'model'needs'verifica%on''

•  GK'ordering'may'not'be'valid:'ρ/L'<<'1''
' ' 'LTe,'Ln'<'LTi'

•  Even'if'valid'what'terms'to'keep?'
'(Hahm,'Qin,'Dimits)'

•  L/ρ'≈'15M20'for'DIIIMD''
•  L/ρ'≈'2M3'for'NSTX!''
•  Ωi'Δt'≈'1'anyway'(≈2'for'DIIIMD,'≈0.2'for'NSTX!)'
'



Ion equations of motion and field equations

• Lorentz force ions
dvi

dt
=

qi

mi
(E + vi ! B)

dxi

dt
= vi

• Ampere’s equation

"! B = µ0 (niqiui # neeue)

• Faraday’s law

"! E = #
!B

!t



Generalized Ohm’s law

• Using quasi-neutrality ni = ne, the electron density and flow can be calcu-
lated directly from particle ions
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• In general, we need an electron model to calculate !e. Here we assume the
electrons are isothermal and !e reduces to

Pe = neTe = niTe

Future plans include drift-kinetic and gyro-kinetic electron models.



Second order semi-implicit scheme

• The velocity, length and time are normalized to c2
s = Te/mi, #s = mics/eB0 and "#1

ci =
mi/eB0. $e = µ0n0Te/B2

0 is defined upon the uniform background plasma.

• The equations of motion are

xn+1 # xn

#t
= (1 # %) vn + % vn+1,

vn+1 # vn

#t
= (1 # %) an + % an+1,

wn+1 # wn

#t
= #(1 # %) (vn ·" + an · !v) ln f0(x

n, vn)

#% (vn+1 ·" + an+1 · !v) ln f0(x
n+1, vn+1),

where a = qi
mi

(E + v ! B).

• Generalized Ohm’s law:
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Ion current and nonlinear terms

• The first term on the right hand side of the generalized Ohm’s law involves
the future ion current density

eni(1 +
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e
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i ! Bn+1 + · · ·

we approximate &jn+1
i as follows

&jn+1
i = qi

!

j
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i

mi
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• For accuracy issues, we iterate on the di$erences between &jn+1
i and J &

i.

• For every ky and kz mode, the generalized Ohm’s law is solved in x direc-
tion using finite di$erence. The equilibrium part is solved by direct matrix
inversion. And the nonlinear terms are treated iteratively.



Numerical damping of the whistler wave

16 ! 16 ! 32 grids, 131072 particles, k' = 0, k(#i = 0.0628, $ = 0.004.



Harris sheet equilibrium

• Zero-order magnetic field B0(x) = By0 tanh(x
a) ŷ + BG ẑ
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Island and eigenmode structure

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(a)(b) t = 233!#1
i , (c)(d) t = 495!#1

i 128 ! 32 ! 64 grids, 8388608 particles. a
!i

= 1.0, $e = µ0n0Te

B2
0

= 0.5,

" en0

B0
= 15 ! 10#4, BG

B0
= 0, Ti

Te
= 1, lx

!i
= 12.8, ly

!i
= 25.12



The linear growth rate vs k

• Linear Tearing mode theory shows that the growth rate is (scaled)

) = 0.55 (
1
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2/5.
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128 ! 32 ! 64 grids, 8388608 particles. a
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Te
= 1, lx
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= 12.8, " = 0.0015



The linear growth rate vs !

• Linear Tearing mode theory shows that the growth rate is (scaled)

" = 0.55 (
1
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)1/5 !!4/5!3/5 (k B!

y0)
2/5.

!! =
2

a
(

1

ka
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ka " tanh(lx/2a) tanh(klx/2)

ka tanh(klx/2) " tanh(lx/2a)
.

128 # 32 # 64 grids, 8388608 particles. a
!i

= 1.0, #e = µ0n0Te

B2
0

= 0.5, BG

B0
= 0, Ti

Te
= 1, lx

!i
= 12.8, ly

!i
= 18.84



Full evolution with di"erent #&

• Tearing mode evolution with di$erent #&,

128 ! 32 ! 64 grids, 8388608 particles. a
!i

= 1.0, $e = µ0n0Te

B2
0

= 0.5, BG

B0
= 0, Ti

Te
= 1, lx

!i
= 12.8, " = 0.0015



Rutherford stage

• Island growth can be described by dw
dt = 1.22"(#& #*&w), which reduces to

the Rutherford equation when w is small (*& = 0.82 in this case).

128 ! 32 ! 64 grids, 8388608 particles. a
!i

= 1.0, $e = µ0n0Te

B2
0

= 0.5, BG

B0
= 0, Ti

Te
= 1, lx

!i
= 12.8, " = 0.0015

D. F. Escande and M. Ottaviani, Phys. Lett. A 323, 278-284(2004)



Saturation

• From the equation dw
dt = 1.22"(#& # *&w), the island width at saturation is

ws = 1.22#&.

128 ! 32 ! 64 grids, 8388608 particles. a
!i

= 1.0, $e = µ0n0Te

B2
0

= 0.5, BG

B0
= 0, Ti

Te
= 1, lx

!i
= 12.8, " = 0.0015



Island evolution—#& = 7.875

128! 32! 64, 8388608 particles. a
!i

= 2.0, $e = µ0n0Te

B2
0

= 0.5, " en0

B0
= 0.0015, BG

B0
= 0, Ti

Te
= 1, lx

!i
= 12.8, ly

!i
= 100.48

From left to right, top to bottom: t = 744, 1064, 1532, 1776 !#1
i



The Lorentz ion/Drift kinetic electron model

Lorentz ions:
dvi

dt
=

q

mi
(E + vi ! B),

dxi

dt
= vi

Drift kinetic electrons: ! = 1
2mev

2

dx

dt
= vG " v#
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b +
"B$

B0

"

+ vD + vE

d!
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= %evG · E + µ
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#t
,
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= 0

Ampere’s equation
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Faraday’s equation,
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= %&! E



DK#Electron#Ohm’s#Law##

charge term in the original Poisson equation. This feature is
lost once the ions are treated fully kinetically. We therefore
use the Faraday’s law and the Ampere’s equation

!B1

!t
= ! " ! E1, !1"

" ! B1 = "0!Ji + eneVe" , !2"

where Ji and Ve are the perturbed ion current and electron
flow velocity, respectively. The subscript 1 denotes perturbed
quantities. By dropping the displacement term in the Am-
pere’s equation, quasineutrality is implied. Since ions are
described by the Vlasov equation, Ji is obtained from the
particle ions directly. The electrons are described by the drift
kinetic equation

! fe

!t
+ vG · "fe + #̇

! fe

!#
= 0, !3"

the guiding center velocity is given by

vG = v#b̃ + vD + vE, !4"

where b̃=b+B!1 /B0 and b is the unit vector along the equi-
librium magnetic field B0, vD is the grad-B and curvature
drift, and vE is the E!B drift. We have omitted the colli-
sional term in Eq. !3". The rate of change of the particle
kinetic energy #= !1 /2"mev2 is

#̇ = ! evG · E1 + "
!B#1

!t
. !5"

In a guiding center model, the flow Ve in Eq. !2" is given by

neVe =
ne

B0
E1 ! b !

1
eB0

b ! "$p!e + neU#eb . !6"

The first term is the guiding center current due to the E
!B drift, the second is the diamagnetic flow associated with
the perturbed perpendicular electron pressure

$p!e =$ fe1"B0dv , !7"

and the last term neU#e is the parallel flow

neU#e =$ fe1v#dv . !8"

In Eqs. !4" and !6" B0!x" is the magnitude of the equilibrium
magnetic field. The amplitude of magnetic fluctuation in a
tokamak plasma is typically small, $B /B%10!3, and its ef-
fect on the guiding center drift can be neglected. On the
other hand, the electron density ne in Eq. !6" is the total
!equilibrium plus perturbation" density. This nonlinearity
could be important in plasma edges since a large fluctuation
$ne /ne%0.1 is possible.

Equations !1", !2", and !6" are the field equations for the
Vlasov ion/drift kinetic electron model. If a gyrokinetic
model is used for the electrons, the electron flow should be
replaced by the gyrokinetic result. The electron flow, Eq. !6",
is appropriate only for drift kinetic electrons. A general ex-
pression with finite-Larmor-radius corrections can be ob-

tained by applying the pull-back transformation to the veloc-
ity moment of the electron Vlasov distribution in gyrokinetic
theory.6,7 In general the gyrokinetic result for k!&e%1 !&e is
the electron Larmor radius" with full electromagnetic effects
is rather complicated and is expressed in terms of the elec-
trostatic potential ' and the vector potential A. In the Ap-
pendix we describe how to convert the Frieman–Chen non-
linear gyrokinetic equation8 into a form which only employs
E1 and B1, and how the electron current is to be computed.
We note that the gyrokinetic electron model should be used
exclusively for &e scale fluctuations such as ETG turbulence.
Once the electrons are treated as gyrokinetic, the gyrokinetic
ordering must be obeyed, so that the nonlinearity contained
in Eq. !6" due to the perturbed electron density $ne=ne
!ne0 must be dropped for consistency. In the following we
will limit to drift kinetic electrons.

Guiding center electrons have been used with Vlasov
ions in the HIDENEK code.9 Our model differs from that of
HIDENEK in that we have dropped the displacement term in
the Ampere’s equation, making the model explicitly
quasineutral. Another major difference is numerical. We will
develop the simulation algorithm primarily for the $f
method, since for turbulent transport in tokamak plasmas it is
a well-proven technique for reducing the particle noise.

Recently Lin et al.10 used gyrokinetic electrons with
Vlasov ions for the study of magnetic reconnection. Our ap-
proach differs from that of Lin et al. in the field model.
Whereas we use E1 and B1 for both ions and electrons, Lin et
al. only advance the ions with E1 and B1, the electrons being
advanced with the electric potential ' and the vector poten-
tial A with ' obtained from the quasineutrality equation. By
neglecting the displacement current the quasineutrality con-
dition is implicit in our model, but it is not used as a field
equation.

For simulation it is convenient to cast the Ampere’s
equation into the generalized Ohm’s law for the electric field.
Taking the time derivative of the Ampere’s equation and
combining it with the Faraday’s equation yields

! " ! " ! E1 = "0& !

!t
Ji + e

!

!t
!neVe"' . !9"

The parallel Ohm’s law is obtained by taking the parallel
component of this equation and combining it with the elec-
tron equation of motion

eneb̃ · E1 +
me

"0e
b · " ! " ! E1

= ! " ·$ mev#vGfed
3v !$ "b̃ · "B0fed

3v . !10"

The ion contribution has been neglected because it is
%me /mi smaller than the electron contribution, but see Sec.
IV C for the importance of ion terms in simulations of IAWs.

The remaining two components of the Ampere’s equa-
tion, Eq. !2", can be written as the perpendicular Ohm’s law,
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eneE!1 = ! !!!p!e !
B0

"0
b # !! # B1" + B0 # Ji. !11"

The second term on the left hand side !lhs" of Eq. !10" comes
from the inertia term in the electron equation of motion.
Similar electron inertia term does not appear in Eq. !11" be-
cause the higher order electron polarization drift is neglected.
We note that if Vlasov electrons are used the complete
Ohm’s law, in which the electron inertia effects appear also
in the perpendicular direction, has to be used for consistency.
Barnes et al.11 recently proposed such a model. They also
explored the algorithms for solving the Ohm’s law, Eqs. !11"
and !10", with massless fluid electron closure for the electron
pressure.

III. IMPLICIT !f SCHEME FOR THE HYBRID KINETIC
MODEL

In present gyrokinetic simulations Eqs. !1" and !2" are
never solved for E1 and B1. Instead the perturbed fields are
represented as E1=!!$! !"A# /"t"b and B1!=!#A#b. The
compressional Alfvén waves are thus eliminated. For ion-
Larmor-radius scale fluctuations k!%i$1 in low-& plasmas,
the compressional waves have frequencies '('ci, posing
the most severe constraint on the time step. It is essential to
overcome this numerical difficulty. For practical applications
in the foreseeable future we would also like to solve this
problem in a !f PIC method. In this section we present an
implicit !f scheme. The scheme is demonstrated in Sec. IV
for the long wavelength Alfvén waves in a uniform plasma
and the short wavelength drift Alfvén instability driven un-
stable by the ETG.

For demonstrative purpose we restrict the discussion to
three-dimensional shearless slab geometry. We define &e
="0n0Te /B0

2, the sound speed cs
2=Te /mi, and %s=mics /eB0.

We normalize length with %s and time with 'ci
!1=mi /eB0. In a

shearless slab the linearized Ohm’s equations, Eqs. !10" and
!11", become in dimensionless form

E1# +
me

&emi
b · ! # ! # E1 = ! !#!p#e ! B1! · !p!e, !12"

E1! +
1
&e

B0 # !! # B1" = ! !!!p!e ! Ji # B0. !13"

In Eq. !12" p!e=%mev!
2 fe0dv is the equilibrium pressure.

Notice that due to the assumed slab geometry the second
term on the right-hand side !rhs" of Eq. !10" vanishes. Both
terms on the rhs of Eq. !12" are contained in the first term on
the rhs of Eq. !10".

In the !f method the perturbed ion distribution function
f i1 evolves along the trajectory according to

d

dt
f i1 = !

q

mi
!E1 + v # B1" ·

"

"v
f i0. !14"

Equation !14" is valid for any equilibrium distribution f i0.
Unlike in the case of gyrokinetic ions, an instability drive
term !the '" term" that is proportional to spatial gradient of

f i0 does not appear explicitly in the f i1 equation. Such drive
enters the weight equation implicitly through the velocity
dependence of f i0. For instance, in a uniform magnetic field
the particle’s parallel velocity v#, perpendicular velocity v!,
and the guiding center position )=x+mvy /qB0 are constants
of motion, hence f i0= f i0!v! ,v# ,)",

" f i0

"v
=

" f i0

"v!

v!

v!

+
" f i0

"v#

b +
m

qB0

" f i0

")
ŷ . !15"

The instability drive due to density or temperature gradient
in the x-direction would then enter through the last term. In
the following we assume the ion distribution to be a uniform
Maxwellian with temperature Ti. If particles are loaded ac-
cording to f i0, then the ion weight evolves according to

d

dt
wi = !

q

Ti
E1 · v . !16"

Similarly the electron weight evolves according to

d

dt
we = *&vEx + v#

B1x

B0
' !

e

Te
E1 · vG, !17"

where *=*T!mev2 /2!3 /2" and

*T = !
1
Te

"Te

"x
.

The electron temperature is assumed to be nonuniform in the
x-direction.

In the implicit scheme we treat the Faraday’s equation,
Eq. !1", and the perpendicular electric terms in the ion
weight equation qE1! ·v! implicitly. This leads to the fol-
lowing discretized form of the field equations:

B1
n+1 ! B1

n

+t
= ! ! # E1

n+1, !18"

E1!
n+1 +

1
&e

B0 # !! # B1
n+1" = ! !!!p!e

n+1 ! Ji!
n+1 # b ,

!19"

E1#
n+1 +

me

mi

1
&e

b · ! # ! # E1
n+1

= ! !#!p#e
n+1 ! B1

n+1 · !p!e. !20"

Here the superscript indicates the time step.
In Eq. !19" the ion current Ji!

n+1 depends on the unknown
E1!

n+1. We first advance the ion weight from wj
n to wj

" with E1#
n

and use this intermediate weight to compute an intermediate
current Ji!

" ,

wj
" = wj

n +
q

Ti
!E#

nv#+t , !21"
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charge term in the original Poisson equation. This feature is
lost once the ions are treated fully kinetically. We therefore
use the Faraday’s law and the Ampere’s equation

!B1

!t
= ! " ! E1, !1"

" ! B1 = "0!Ji + eneVe" , !2"

where Ji and Ve are the perturbed ion current and electron
flow velocity, respectively. The subscript 1 denotes perturbed
quantities. By dropping the displacement term in the Am-
pere’s equation, quasineutrality is implied. Since ions are
described by the Vlasov equation, Ji is obtained from the
particle ions directly. The electrons are described by the drift
kinetic equation

! fe

!t
+ vG · "fe + #̇

! fe

!#
= 0, !3"

the guiding center velocity is given by

vG = v#b̃ + vD + vE, !4"

where b̃=b+B!1 /B0 and b is the unit vector along the equi-
librium magnetic field B0, vD is the grad-B and curvature
drift, and vE is the E!B drift. We have omitted the colli-
sional term in Eq. !3". The rate of change of the particle
kinetic energy #= !1 /2"mev2 is

#̇ = ! evG · E1 + "
!B#1

!t
. !5"

In a guiding center model, the flow Ve in Eq. !2" is given by

neVe =
ne

B0
E1 ! b !

1
eB0

b ! "$p!e + neU#eb . !6"

The first term is the guiding center current due to the E
!B drift, the second is the diamagnetic flow associated with
the perturbed perpendicular electron pressure

$p!e =$ fe1"B0dv , !7"

and the last term neU#e is the parallel flow

neU#e =$ fe1v#dv . !8"

In Eqs. !4" and !6" B0!x" is the magnitude of the equilibrium
magnetic field. The amplitude of magnetic fluctuation in a
tokamak plasma is typically small, $B /B%10!3, and its ef-
fect on the guiding center drift can be neglected. On the
other hand, the electron density ne in Eq. !6" is the total
!equilibrium plus perturbation" density. This nonlinearity
could be important in plasma edges since a large fluctuation
$ne /ne%0.1 is possible.

Equations !1", !2", and !6" are the field equations for the
Vlasov ion/drift kinetic electron model. If a gyrokinetic
model is used for the electrons, the electron flow should be
replaced by the gyrokinetic result. The electron flow, Eq. !6",
is appropriate only for drift kinetic electrons. A general ex-
pression with finite-Larmor-radius corrections can be ob-

tained by applying the pull-back transformation to the veloc-
ity moment of the electron Vlasov distribution in gyrokinetic
theory.6,7 In general the gyrokinetic result for k!&e%1 !&e is
the electron Larmor radius" with full electromagnetic effects
is rather complicated and is expressed in terms of the elec-
trostatic potential ' and the vector potential A. In the Ap-
pendix we describe how to convert the Frieman–Chen non-
linear gyrokinetic equation8 into a form which only employs
E1 and B1, and how the electron current is to be computed.
We note that the gyrokinetic electron model should be used
exclusively for &e scale fluctuations such as ETG turbulence.
Once the electrons are treated as gyrokinetic, the gyrokinetic
ordering must be obeyed, so that the nonlinearity contained
in Eq. !6" due to the perturbed electron density $ne=ne
!ne0 must be dropped for consistency. In the following we
will limit to drift kinetic electrons.

Guiding center electrons have been used with Vlasov
ions in the HIDENEK code.9 Our model differs from that of
HIDENEK in that we have dropped the displacement term in
the Ampere’s equation, making the model explicitly
quasineutral. Another major difference is numerical. We will
develop the simulation algorithm primarily for the $f
method, since for turbulent transport in tokamak plasmas it is
a well-proven technique for reducing the particle noise.

Recently Lin et al.10 used gyrokinetic electrons with
Vlasov ions for the study of magnetic reconnection. Our ap-
proach differs from that of Lin et al. in the field model.
Whereas we use E1 and B1 for both ions and electrons, Lin et
al. only advance the ions with E1 and B1, the electrons being
advanced with the electric potential ' and the vector poten-
tial A with ' obtained from the quasineutrality equation. By
neglecting the displacement current the quasineutrality con-
dition is implicit in our model, but it is not used as a field
equation.

For simulation it is convenient to cast the Ampere’s
equation into the generalized Ohm’s law for the electric field.
Taking the time derivative of the Ampere’s equation and
combining it with the Faraday’s equation yields

! " ! " ! E1 = "0& !

!t
Ji + e

!

!t
!neVe"' . !9"

The parallel Ohm’s law is obtained by taking the parallel
component of this equation and combining it with the elec-
tron equation of motion

eneb̃ · E1 +
me

"0e
b · " ! " ! E1

= ! " ·$ mev#vGfed
3v !$ "b̃ · "B0fed

3v . !10"

The ion contribution has been neglected because it is
%me /mi smaller than the electron contribution, but see Sec.
IV C for the importance of ion terms in simulations of IAWs.

The remaining two components of the Ampere’s equa-
tion, Eq. !2", can be written as the perpendicular Ohm’s law,
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Parallel#Ohm’s#Law#

Perpendicular#Ohm’s#Law#

charge term in the original Poisson equation. This feature is
lost once the ions are treated fully kinetically. We therefore
use the Faraday’s law and the Ampere’s equation

!B1

!t
= ! " ! E1, !1"

" ! B1 = "0!Ji + eneVe" , !2"

where Ji and Ve are the perturbed ion current and electron
flow velocity, respectively. The subscript 1 denotes perturbed
quantities. By dropping the displacement term in the Am-
pere’s equation, quasineutrality is implied. Since ions are
described by the Vlasov equation, Ji is obtained from the
particle ions directly. The electrons are described by the drift
kinetic equation

! fe

!t
+ vG · "fe + #̇

! fe

!#
= 0, !3"

the guiding center velocity is given by

vG = v#b̃ + vD + vE, !4"

where b̃=b+B!1 /B0 and b is the unit vector along the equi-
librium magnetic field B0, vD is the grad-B and curvature
drift, and vE is the E!B drift. We have omitted the colli-
sional term in Eq. !3". The rate of change of the particle
kinetic energy #= !1 /2"mev2 is

#̇ = ! evG · E1 + "
!B#1

!t
. !5"

In a guiding center model, the flow Ve in Eq. !2" is given by

neVe =
ne

B0
E1 ! b !

1
eB0

b ! "$p!e + neU#eb . !6"

The first term is the guiding center current due to the E
!B drift, the second is the diamagnetic flow associated with
the perturbed perpendicular electron pressure

$p!e =$ fe1"B0dv , !7"

and the last term neU#e is the parallel flow

neU#e =$ fe1v#dv . !8"

In Eqs. !4" and !6" B0!x" is the magnitude of the equilibrium
magnetic field. The amplitude of magnetic fluctuation in a
tokamak plasma is typically small, $B /B%10!3, and its ef-
fect on the guiding center drift can be neglected. On the
other hand, the electron density ne in Eq. !6" is the total
!equilibrium plus perturbation" density. This nonlinearity
could be important in plasma edges since a large fluctuation
$ne /ne%0.1 is possible.

Equations !1", !2", and !6" are the field equations for the
Vlasov ion/drift kinetic electron model. If a gyrokinetic
model is used for the electrons, the electron flow should be
replaced by the gyrokinetic result. The electron flow, Eq. !6",
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tained by applying the pull-back transformation to the veloc-
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Guiding center electrons have been used with Vlasov
ions in the HIDENEK code.9 Our model differs from that of
HIDENEK in that we have dropped the displacement term in
the Ampere’s equation, making the model explicitly
quasineutral. Another major difference is numerical. We will
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equation.

For simulation it is convenient to cast the Ampere’s
equation into the generalized Ohm’s law for the electric field.
Taking the time derivative of the Ampere’s equation and
combining it with the Faraday’s equation yields
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!neVe"' . !9"

The parallel Ohm’s law is obtained by taking the parallel
component of this equation and combining it with the elec-
tron equation of motion

eneb̃ · E1 +
me

"0e
b · " ! " ! E1

= ! " ·$ mev#vGfed
3v !$ "b̃ · "B0fed

3v . !10"

The ion contribution has been neglected because it is
%me /mi smaller than the electron contribution, but see Sec.
IV C for the importance of ion terms in simulations of IAWs.

The remaining two components of the Ampere’s equa-
tion, Eq. !2", can be written as the perpendicular Ohm’s law,
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Alfvenic'ETG'with'DK'Electrons'
Kine%cMMHD''vs.'Dispersion'Rela%on'

Chen'and'Parker'PoP'(2009)'



Linear'Electrosta%c'ITG'Comparison''
Kine%cMMHD''vs.'Dispersion'Rela%on'



Linear'ITG'Comparison''
Kine%cMMHD''vs.'GK'

Local' With'profile'varia%on'



Linear'ITG'Comparison''
Kine%cMMHD''vs.'NIMROD'twoMfluid'

NIMROD'results'from'D.'Schnack'



Summary''

•  GK'models'need'verifica%on'
– Lorentz'ion'kine%cMMHD'model'(2nd'order'implicit)'

•  Current'closure'or'pressure'closure?''
' 'Pressure:'Barnes,'Cheng,'Parker'PoP'2008'
' 'Current:''Chen,'Parker'PoP'2009'

–  Dis%nct'Perp.'and'parallel'Ohm’s'law'

•  'Model'demonstra%on'for'ITG,'Alfvenic'ETG,'
and'Tearing'mode'

'



Possible implementation in NIMROD

• NIMROD equations

#B

#t
= %'!E + $divb '' · B

E = %V ! B % V ss ! B % V ! Bss +
%

µ0
'!B

• Instead of pushing the particle conservation and momentum equation in NIMROD, we
could use the flow and density directly with values coming directly from the particles to
advance B and E,

"ni =

#

"fid
3
V ("ne = "ni)

V i =
1

ne

#

V "fid
3
V

V e = V i %
1

µ0ne
'!B

• The only issue is that we calculate E from Ohm’s law and then go to Faraday’s law to
advance B while NIMROD incoporates the Ohm’s law into Faraday’s law to directly evolve
B instead.

C. R. Sovinec et al, J. Comput. Phys 195, 355-386 (2004)

C. C. Kim et al, Kinetic Particles in the NIMROD fluid code, Sherwood poster, 2003



The linear growth rate vs !

• Linear Tearing mode theory shows that the growth rate is (scaled)

" = 0.55 (
1

#
)1/5 !!4/5!3/5 (k B!

y0)
2/5.

!! =
2

a
(

1

ka
" ka)

ka " tanh(lx/2a) tanh(klx/2)

ka tanh(klx/2) " tanh(lx/2a)
.

128 # 32 # 64 grids, 8388608 particles. a
!i

= 1.0, #e = µ0n0Te

B2
0

= 0.5, BG

B0
= 0, Ti

Te
= 1, lx

!i
= 12.8, ly

!i
= 18.84


